
1. a) Suppose that the search for key k in a binary search tree with all distinct keys 

ends up in a leaf node. Consider three sets: P: contains all keys to the left of the 

search path; Q: contains all keys on the search path; and R: contains all keys to 

the right of the search path. Then for all keys p ∈ P, q ∈ Q, and r ∈ R satisfy p < 

q < r. 

Explain, whether the above statement is TRUE or FALSE with proper 

justification.             [3 Marks] 

 

Hint: 1. Let k1, k2,...,kL are the leaf nodes in the left sub tree of given BST, 

such that k1< k2< k3<...kL. Then, the keys k1, k2,...,kL will appear left to right in 

the BST figure. kL will lie in rightmost path as it is the max leaf node in the left 

sub tree. All of these keys will be lesser then the root node.  

Root node comes in all paths from root to leaf node i.e. root always ∈ Q; ∀ 

paths.  

Case 1: (In left subtree) If we choose any path from root to leaf not 

containing kL, in such cases kL ∈ R but  kL < root as per the BST property. 

Hence, the given condition p<q<r will fail for these cases.  

 
Case 2: (In left subtree) Now we can see that the given inequality satisfies 

for the case when kL ∈ path. In this case there will be no key left which would 

be right of the path because this path will be the right most path of left sub tree. 



 
Now similarly for the right subtree: 

Let kR, ..,...,kn are the leaf nodes in the right sub tree of given BST, such that 

kR< …<...kn. Then, the keys kR,...,kn will appear left to right in the BST figure. 

kR will lie in leftmost path as it is the least leaf node in the right sub tree. All of 

these keys will be greater then the root node.  

Case 3: (In right subtree) If we choose any path from root to leaf not 

containing kR, in such cases kR ∈ P but kR > root as per BST property. Hence, 

the given condition p<q<r will fail for these cases. 

 



Case 4: (In right subtree) Similarly we can see that the given inequality 

satisfies for the case when kR ∈ path. In this case there will be no key left which 

would be left of the path because this path will be the left most path of left sub 

tree.  

 
 

 

b) Draw the logical expression tree of the expression: *(X!*Y!X%X)%X. Also, 

derive its postfix expression. Order of precedence: ‘*’ > ‘!’ > ‘%’. All operators 

except ‘*’ are binary. Treat ‘*’ operator as unary and put its only operand as its 

left child. All operators follow left-to-right associativity.      [2 Marks] 

 

Answer: 



 

Postfix Expression: XY*!X!X%*X% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. A meeting room has X + 2 chairs organized in a single row; the chairs on the 

left and right ends are permanently occupied by the meeting room guards. The 

other X chairs are reserved for persons who enter the meeting room one-by-one. 

Whenever someone enters the meeting room, he is assigned a chair which is 

farthest from other person on either side. If there is only one such chair, it is 

assigned. Otherwise, the leftmost chair is assigned if there are two such chairs. 



While using a suitable/efficient data structure for storing unoccupied chair 

segments, write an algorithm for assigning a chair to one person at a time. Write 

a separate procedure to update the number of available chairs when someone 

leaves the meeting room.             [5 Marks] 

 

Hint: As chairs are assigned to persons, unoccupied chair segments of different 

sizes are formed. Since we have to choose an empty chair which is farthest from 

occupied left and right chairs, it is reasonable to assign a chair from largest 

segment of empty chairs to the next person. The empty chair to be assigned can 

be calculated by finding the mid-point in a selected segment. For storing 

segments of different sizes, a data structure which gives quick access to largest 

segment such as a priority queue or sorted linked list can be employed. Such a 

data structure will have the largest segment stored at front/root. After a chair 

gets assigned from this segment, existing segment is deleted and newer 

segments may or may not be created. Similarly, when a person leaves the 

meeting room, existing segments may get updated or deleted, and/or newer 

segments are formed. All these updated or newly created segments should be 

inserted/re-adjusted while maintaining the property of the chosen data structure. 










